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By Douglas Preston

St Martin s Press, United States, 2005. Paperback. Book Condition: New. New edition. 168 x 107 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Greetings from the dead, Maxwell Broadbent declared from
the videotape he left behind after his mysterious disappearance. A notorious treasure hunter and
tomb robber, Maxwell accumulated a priceless collection of rare art, gems, and artefacts before
vanishing completely - along with all his riches. At first, robbery is suspected, but the truth proves
far stranger: as a final challenge to his three sons, Maxwell has buried himself and his treasures
somewhere in the world, hidden away like an ancient Egyptian pharaoh. If his sons wish to claim
their inheritance, they must find their father s concealed tomb. Furthermore, Maxwell s priceless
possessions include a codex-an ancient Mayan manuscript that contains all the lost arts of Mayan
herbal medicine, secrets that have the capacity to revolutionize pharmacology. The codex is worth
billions, and one pharmaceutical company CEO has sent mercenaries after it with orders to kill
anyone in their way, including the beautifully enigmatic woman accompanying one of them. Now
the race is on, with more and more people competing for the treasure - including some who will...
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ReviewsReviews

This is the finest book i have got study right up until now. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Once you begin to read the book,
it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Keanu Johns-- Keanu Johns

This is the finest book i have read until now. It is filled with wisdom and knowledge You can expect to like just how the author compose this ebook.
-- Tobin Lesch-- Tobin Lesch
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